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For nearly a century, the UniGroup family has offered customized global mobility and transportation solutions from trusted experts. UniGroup has a rich tradition of quality, stability and longevity.

We are proudly owned by the people who know the transportation and logistics business best — the active agents of United Van Lines and Mayflower.
United Van Lines

United Van Lines is America’s #1 Mover® and the leader in corporate moving, helping companies move employees around the country for new career opportunities. United also provides moving services to individuals and families as well as America’s armed forces.

United’s network of hundreds of agent locations allows it to blanket the country with experienced moving professionals, serving nearly every city and small town across America with the best moving and storage services available.

UnitedVanLines.com
Mayflower

Founded as an alternative to railroad transportation, Mayflower helped its first customers move across the country in 1927. Building on that heritage, Mayflower has grown to become the most recognized name in moving.

With more than 200 agency locations across the country, Mayflower has quality service providers to relocate families, members of the United States military and corporate clients regardless of where they are moving.

In 1995, UniGroup acquired Mayflower, which today is both a sister company and active competitor of United Van Lines.

Mayflower.com
UniGroup Worldwide Moving

In today’s economy, UniGroup customers require moving capabilities that extend well beyond the borders of a single country. The international moving professionals at UniGroup Worldwide Moving customize comprehensive end-to-end moving solutions that meet the specific needs of your company and your transferees.

Each year UniGroup Worldwide Moving executes seamless door-to-door moving services in more than 160 countries. Our global service providers maintain the highest standards of ethics and integrity and commit to a common standard for managing and performing international moving services. This commitment ensures each transferee receives a consistent standard of quality throughout the move process, regardless of their origin or destination.

UniGroupWorldwide.com
UniGroup Logistics specializes in tailored supply chain solutions with a variety of services including truckload, less-than-truckload, and specialty transportation; final mile home delivery; freight forwarding; distribution services; project management; and third-party logistics. The company has particular expertise in white glove and final mile services, specializing in retail, hospitality, healthcare, telecommunications, trade shows and office and industrial transportation.

Built on the heritage and service of the United Van Lines and Mayflower special commodities divisions, UniGroup Logistics was founded in 2011 to provide specialized transportation services to a variety of clients around the world using our vast network of agents.

UniGroupLogistics.com
Trans Advantage

In 2019 Trans Advantage will have been serving professional movers across the country for 50 years with sales and financing of tractors, trucks and trailers. New this year, Trans Advantage will be serving the needs of UniGroup agents and other transportation companies in the final mile and freight industries. This expansion will allow Trans Advantage to support the van lines' growth and increase its buying power for tractors, trucks and trailers.

The company also offers money-saving national programs for products and services including uniforms, apparel, and promotional items; cartons; decals; tires; equipment rentals; truck and engine parts; emergency breakdown service; and fuel/cash advance.

TransAdvantage.com
Allegiant Move Management

Allegiant Move Management combines personalized attention, state-of-the-art web-based management systems, and quality transportation service to provide corporate, residential, military and government accounts with a “single source” for move management. Allegiant is a service UniGroup offers to its agents to help provide a customer-centric experience. Allegiant’s move managers become an extension of each client’s team, taking responsibility for the coordination, communication and logistics management involved with the transportation and delivery of customers’ belongings.

AllegiantMM.com
QDivision

QDivision is the Technology and Innovation Department at UniGroup. The team continually researches, tracks, develops and invests in emerging technologies and strategic partnerships to disrupt and improve the transportation and moving industries. This talented team applies cutting-edge technology to create user-centered products to improve both the customer experience and agent workflow.

QDivision—Discovering Possibilities. Delivering Solutions.

qdivision.io